Due to favorable circumstances, a bit of
luck, and the extreme generosity of the
Globetrotter Grant, I was able to undertake
a journey that otherwise would have been
very difficult, if not impossible, to fund
myself. A two and a half month long
journey ended with me only wanting more.

This is the synopsis of that story.

My Ancestral Way,
My Own Way
A Tale of Two Journeys
by Aaron Schipplein

“Fantástico!” – Some guy in Spain.
.
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Foreword
As I sit here, listening to 500 Miles by The
Proclaimers, I wonder how to condense two and a half
months of traveling, with every day bringing a dozen
new sights, people, and experiences, into a text
document. I could write about all the places I’ve seen,
all the things I’ve done, all the people I’ve met, all the
foods I’ve eaten, all the things I’ve learned, and so on
and so forth, but then that’d edge into ‘book’ more
than ‘report’. So I think I’m going to start with the
basics, and then hopefully be able to build from there.
If you’ve not read my trip proposal, you may want to
do so now (available on the Globetrotter Grant
website) as it’ll have the background of this journey
and what drove me to it. So anyhow, the basics….

Globie helping me plan, thinking
“Go to bed man, you’ve class in the morning!”

The Basics
4 kph. That’s how fast I walk. Also known as ‘slow’
to many or ‘Aaron’s speed’ to some. I know this
because during the Germany trip I always found
myself near the back of the pack when moving as a
group, and on the Camino there were kilometer
markers every now and then, and it was a pretty even
15 minute walk to the next marker. On the Camino
this meant that, on an average day of a 20 kilometer
walk to the next town, I
spent about 5 hours walking,
starting in the morning and
arriving sometime around
noon or early afternoon. So,
given that the portion of the
Camino Frances that I
walked was 800 km long, and
then the Camino Finisterre
was an additional 100
kilometers, that’s about 225
hours of solid walking just to
get from St. Jean Pied de
Port, France to Fisterra,
Spain. It was the besttiresome vacation I ever had.
It’s bad when Globie beats you to the next way mark.

The Adventure: Germany
It all started with a travel abroad meeting where I
learned that there was a faculty sponsored Germany
trip through my school. Always wanting to go to
Germany, I saw a way to get there and get class credit
at the same time. It was perfect! So I signed up and
five months later, was there, along with a travel
buddy: Globie! We started this particular leg of our
journey in Bonn, Germany and traveled around going
to zoos, lectures, laboratories, etc. learning about
Germany and veterinary medicine.
Listening to a lecture at the Leibniz Institute in Berlin.

she fit into one of those categories. Oops. Oh well,
live and learn. Speaking of buses, that was another
thing I really liked about Germany. Their
infrastructure was designed with public transport in
mind and I really enjoyed being able to easily get
around town via a myriad of options. Plan your
route accordingly and via rail, bus, subway, or bike
lanes getting from one place to another was very easy
in the cities. Even the smaller cities had some form of
bus service to the larger ones, a reality I wish was as
prevalent in the United States. On the Camino, I met
several Germans who didn’t even have a driver’s

Safe travel does, of course, assume you don’t let Globie
drive. We made an unexpected stop in Bruges as he
couldn’t reach the brakes.

I think the culture was my favorite part of Germany.
There’s an incredible amount of things to see and do
over there, but it was the culture that caught my
attention the most. For instance, as Globie illustrates
to the left, it is customary not to jaywalk in Germany,
beyond it just being illegal as
it is here. You’ll get some
very harsh looks if you
do, even if there’s not a
car in sight. This is
because it ‘sets a bad
example for the
children.’ So being the
good, conscientious
traveler he is, here is
Globie waiting to cross
so he can visit the Bonn
cathedral. Cultural
differences, however,
also have their down side, as I discovered one day
riding the bus. Here in Texas, it’s customary to stand
up for a lady on the bus if there are no seats available.
This is, evidently, not the case in Germany though, as
doing so will earn you a rather wilting glare from the
woman. This is because in the German culture, you
only stand up for the elderly or infirm, and by offering
my seat to the lady, I was implying that I thought

license, much less a car, because
there is simply no need. So,
taking full advantage of this
wonderful network of transport,
Globie and I explored many
locations, such as the Lennon
Wall in Prague, where Globie
blended right in with the
menagerie of colors, and the
Eastside Gallery in Berlin, where
we found a message that we felt
everyone could get behind.

All in all, in the month we were in Germany, we
visited seven cities within Germany itself, as well as
four other countries (the Czech Republic,
Switzerland, the Netherlands, and Belgium). But for
all the fun we had in Germany, I just could not shake
my excitement for starting the Camino. This isn’t to
detract from Germany in any way, as it was just as
amazing, but the Camino offered a grand adventure
of which I’d never done before. In Germany, I was
with a group of other Americans and it seemed to me
that we were in an insular bubble of our own
unconscious design. On the flip side, since I would be
traveling alone on the Camino, I would be fully
immersed in the Spanish culture. And with that in
mind, as the Germany trip ended, I bid adieu to my
classmates and set off for St. Jean Pied de Port.

The Adventure: Camino del Santiago

I have to admit, the beginning of the journey did not
bode well for the rest of the trip, and I was initially
disappointed and discouraged. The first night I stayed
at an albergue that had a communal meal, as I felt this
would help meet walking partners. Unfortunately, the
predominant language was French or German, neither
of which I speak with any grace, so I had very few
people to talk to and was left wondering if that’s how
the whole Camino would be. This was further
compounded the next day when I got a later start on
actually walking than I’d have liked since I had to mail
some stuff from the Germany trip back home. A late
start means you’re behind everyone else, and with my
slow walking speed, needless to say I did not see many
people that first day. Happily, the first half of the first
day’s walk was gorgeous. Climbing up the Pyrenees
was some of the best scenery all trip Unhappily,
during the second half of the day, the weather
degenerated. Quickly. Fog rolled in, then thunder,
then the rain came, then the lightning started, and the
coup de grace for having a good first day was the hail.
Of course I was on top of a mountain at this point, so I
couldn’t turn around, but I was soaked through to the
bone. It was the only time on the trip where I actually
worried for my personal safety, as hypothermia was a

real concern. But I had prepared and had the proper
rain gear, and though I couldn’t feel my extremities,
my core was warm so I kept on going. I did finally find
a small shelter that was built for just such an
emergency and met a German couple there. We
commiserated with one another in our misery and
they planned to stay the night there. I waited until the
storm slacked up and carried on. They made the wiser
choice, as the rain started again not long after I left,
but I knew the downhill portion was coming and
thought it’d get better. Where, in my mind, going
downhill in muddy conditions was ‘better’, I don’t
know, but I pressed on obstinately. To make a long
story a bit shorter, I did eventually meet two other
gentleman who I shadowed for a while (no one was in
a talkative mood) and, little by little, slip by slip, we
made it down into the valley and to the town of
Roncesvalles, which was a veritable oasis of warmth
and dryness.

Unfortunately, I should preface this portion with some
unfortunate news. I lost about 23 days of pictures
which are trapped on a flash drive. I’m hoping that a
company I’m sending my flash drive to can recover
them, but for the moment, they’re inaccessible to me.
This is where the old adage of putting all your eggs in
one basket comes into play.
The Camino del Santiago is not a single route, but
rather a network of routes that all end in Santagio del
Compestela, Spain. At its core, the Camino del
Santiago is a pilgrimage with several starting locations.
I chose St. Jean Pied de Port for no particular reason
other than it seemed a popular location to start. In
medieval times, it was (and still is) the location where
three caminos met together before crossing the
Pyrenees so it is a historically important city and
seemed a natural starting point on the Camino
Frances. It was here that I received my pilgrim’s
passport that allowed me to stay in the albergues (albear-geh) along the way to Santiago. I also received a
conch shell, the symbol of the pilgrim, well wishes, and
then I was on my own.

I later met a guy who started walking on the same day
I did, but leaving several hours after I did. He slipped
on the downhill portion and knocked himself
unconscious, waking up several hours later and having
to call the rescue services. I also heard of a pilgrim

who died the day after I left in that same portion, so I
count myself lucky. It is an otherwise easy crossing as
long as it’s not raining, but when it rains it pours and
the going gets treacherous. Fortunately for the next
few days the terrain was level, even though the rain
persisted. On the third day we got to see sunshine and
everyone’s morale improved markedly and from that
point on, I did not see but one other day of rain in the
entire month and a half that I walked the Camino.
It was also on the third day that I came to my first
major city in Spain: Pamplona. This also turned out to
be one of my favorite cities for a variety of reasons,
primarily it being my first real introduction into
Spanish culture, as the towns prior had been small and
no one wanted to go out in the rain. I quickly picked
up the art of people-watching in plazas and saw two of
my favorite memories in the Plaza de Castillo in
Pamplona. The first was when a group of children
kicked a soccer ball and missed, the ball skidding off
into the distance. An elderly lady was walking by at
the time and when it got to her, she deftly popped it
up into the air and kicked it back to the kids. I couldn’t
even do that and I’m probably 40 years her younger!
The second one is related to the first in that it was a
group of kids playing soccer, and missing, but this time
one of the children absolutely drilled the ball and sent

I liked Pamplona so much that I decided to stay an
extra day to explore it a bit more. This brought its own
problems though, when
I realized that to do so,
I’d have to leave behind
two walking partners I’d
met just the day before:
Kiki and Monica from
Sweden. It was a tough
decision, but ultimately I
decided I’d only get a
few chances to explore
cities and that I’d see
them down the road (I
didn’t), so I stayed, and
they went on. As did my
entire Camino ‘family’
up until that point.
The next day brought
new people, though. That’s kind of the interesting
part of the Camino. It’s just a constant stream of
people and if you stay behind, you get to meet an
entirely new group. So I ended up meeting new
people, and then when I stopped early again in Viana I
met a new group the next day.

it screaming towards the goal, missing completely, and
knocking a gentleman very hard upside the head. I
was expecting to learn some new, angry Spanish
words from his reaction but he surprised me and just
laughed and kicked the ball back. “That is not the
reaction it would’ve received back in the states,” I
thought “Must be a one off thing and the kids got
lucky.” But on four other occasions I witnessed the
same scenario in different cities with the same result.
Maybe the locals are just used to kids hitting them
with poorly aimed soccer balls?
Another lesson the Plaza de Castillo taught me was
that I really love plazas. I wish they were a thing over
here. People of all ages got together and just chilled
out. At one point a band came in and played music,
and a whole crowd of people just randomly started
dancing to it. I asked a fellow near me if it was a flash
mob and he said no, you just “dance when there’s
music”. Unfortunately it was getting near my ‘bed
time’ (albergues have lock-out times that you have to
be back before) and I couldn’t watch to see what else
happened, but I thoroughly enjoyed that evening.
And again, I thought of it as a single event that just
happened while I happened to be there, but again I
was proven wrong in other towns along the way. I
reckon it’s the culture, and I wish it was part of ours.

The further along you get, the harder it is to take a day
of rest, or a day to explore, because you lose all the
walking partners you’d met up until that point. You
lose your Camino family.
The Camino family was an interesting observation I
think all pilgrims end up making. It essentially includes
all the people on your ‘day’ of walking and you get to
know people, even if only by face, or a few words
exchanged here and there. And I think that brings
about a certain unity amongst strangers. ‘Need a
blister popped? Yah I can do that. Need a band-aid?
Well I don’t have any but I can introduce you to
someone who does. Oh, do you know anyone that has
an extra power outlet adapter? Cool, thanks!’ Just
stuff like that, and some people are very insistent that
you allow them to help you, even going so far as to
insist that you take their (very expensive) medical
supplies because you need it more than them. I also
gained five or six new mothers along the way once the
moms of the Camino found out I was walking alone ‘at
such a young age’ (I’m 25). A 16 year old I met said
that he gains a new one pretty much every day. So the
family vibe was strong, I felt, and it makes it very hard
to stay behind and learn more about the cities. But I
think everyone makes that decision at one point, and
you do end up seeing people again, sometimes twenty

days later down the road. And while we’re speaking of
unity: if there’s one thing that unites pilgrims, it’s
talking about our injuries gained along the way.
At one point in the Camino, sometime around Leon, on
the third week, I felt I was literally falling apart. I had
tendonitis, knee problems, recurrent blisters, and even
my pants were falling apart! And I was the lucky one!
Some people developed much more severe injuries
than myself, and kept on walking. One lady had
reactions to bedbugs to where they ulcerated, and she
got bit between the toes but she kept on. One fellow’s
shoes were too tight and four of the five toenails on
his right foot fell off, so he used band-aids and medical
tape to replace them, and he kept on. So no matter
what injuries you walked with, or where on the
Camino you started:

I didn’t write this. Came across it the next day. (7/16)

In the albergues, they always give you a bit of a ‘tour’
of the facilities so you know where everything is. In
Leon, I made the ‘mistake’ of trying to push my
rudimentary Spanish beyond its boundaries by asking
‘es todo?’ I meant to ask “is that all?” at the end of
the tour because I wasn’t sure if we were done or not,
but the gentleman didn’t understand me. He instead
gathered that I spoke English and fetched another
worker he thought might be able to translate. She
couldn’t understand my English, so she fetched
another person. Two people later, we finally got the
story out that all I wanted to know is if that was the
end of the tour or not. This took about 20 minutes and
was quite funny for all parties involved, but a good
lesson at the same time. However, even when we’re
speaking English, sometimes you just can’t understand
someone else. In another albergue it was just myself
and two other guys, a German and a Spaniard. I could
understand the German, and the Spaniard could
understand the German, but we couldn’t understand
one another due to our accents, so the German had to
translate English between two English speakers. But
language was really not a big issue. Two of my walking
partners spoke Spanish so they could translate for me,
and when they weren’t available, my (poor) Spanish
and (awesome) pantomiming skills got me by just fine.

And hardcore people there were. Met people who
started from Munich, Holland, Rome, and one guy who
had been walking for two years from Israel, and those
are just the ones I met. There were rumors all the way
about various feats people had performed to get
there.
As a result, there’s a true appreciation of the pilgrims
from the locals. You’ll get people honking at you and
waving and truckers blowing their horns as they go by.
You would get a ‘buen Camino’ from almost all locals
you’d meet along the way, and some people would
bend over backwards to try and help you. For
instance, I was trying to find a cathedral (because if
there’s anyone who can’t find a humongous church in
a small city, it’s me) and I finally found an English
speaking native after several ‘Hablas englis?’ inquiries.
The girl said “oh yah, I was just headed that way, I’ll
show you.” She then grabs my arm, does a complete
180 to where she was actually headed, and walks me
to the cathedral about 300 meters away. At another
time I went into a panaderia (bread store) and the lady
at the counter grabbed my hand while giving me
change, pressing a small tart into it, and wished me a
‘buen Camino’ with one of the sincerest smiles I’ve
ever seen. While walking through cities, some people
will literally yell out ‘buen Camino’ to you.
It’s all rather amazing, really.

Anyhow, I digress. Back to the albergues:
Albergues ranged in quality and a lot of them offered
extras, like a communal dinner, a singing of the
Vespers, pilgrim’s Masses, a sing-along with the
hospitaleros, etc. They also, however, ranged in size,
quality, and modernity. Some albergues would be
quite small, fitting only three or four pilgrims, while
others would be capable of accommodating hundreds.
Some would have bedbugs, while others would be spic
and span. And some would have wifi and all the
modern amenities, while a few still ran by candlelight.
There was no consistency, as you’d expect given
hundreds of independent entities, so you really had to
do your homework before hand to make sure you
didn’t get devoured by bedbugs at night.

A typical albergue setup.

So after a while, you get into the groove of things and
settle into a routine. Walk for several hours in the
morning, get to the albergue, wash up, find a bar, and
sit around talking with your Camino friends and other
people you’ve met that day. Not a bad life at all.

Along the way I met several interesting people, and
the overarching theme amongst them seemed to
reflect the world around us: unemployment and
financial crisis. On the Camino route itself it wasn’t
evident, but it was a popular topic, and lots pilgrims
were there because they had nothing else to do. Many
were there to do the pilgrimage for its own sake, some
were there to try and figure something out in their life,
while others (including myself) were just there for the
personal challenge. We all had our own story as to
‘why’, and we all understood the ‘how’.

And so time goes by, and you come across various
markers that let you know you’re getting near the end,
road signs start popping
up with ‘Santiago’ on
them, kilometer markers
start counting down, and
the number of pilgrims
on the trail steadily
increases as people start
from later points, or
more Caminos join with
the one you’re on.

Globie and I at the Cruz
de Ferro, one of the most
popular landmarks on
the trail. You bring a
stone from home and
leave it on the ever
growing pile.

Marker showing only 100
km remain until Santiago.

Surprisingly, I met a lot more Texans than I had
originally thought I would. For that matter, I met more
people from the USA than I thought I would. I think, at
last count, I met sixteen Texans while on the Camino. I
expected maybe two. I even ran across a fellow Aggie!
Roger, class of 1980, and his daughter who
unfortunately did not attend A&M but was an Aggie in
spirit. Since I met them early in the Camino, their
picture is trapped on the flash drive along with so
many others.

But here’s one I do have: Globie with two fellow
Texans, Keith and Andrea, who are two of the nicest
people you’ll ever find in Texas or anywhere else.

And eventually, you reach Santiago. I’d heard from
several others who had walked the Camino before
what it was like to reach Santiago. Some said it was
absolutely joyous and they broke down into tears
while others said that it still felt incomplete.
When I got to Santiago, I ended up falling into the
latter category of feeling incomplete. Don’t get me
wrong, it’s a fantastic place and the cathedral is
amazing, but I knew there was more to the story, and
that laid further west at Fisterra, or Finisterra in Latin:
the end of the world. So Globie and I got our
Compostela, spent a few days watching for and
greeting friends we’d left behind, bid adieu to those
who were done, and then set off for Fisterra, another
100 km down the road.

Globie with my pair of shoes that survived
560 miles of abuse.

The Journey: Santiago

Celebrating the Compostela

The remains of St. James.

Globie and I being dwarfed by the cathedral at Santiago
de Compostela.

The Journey: Finisterra
I think Finisterra was one of my favorite parts of the
Camino. Not only did I arrive there with one of my
longest walking buddies, but I also re-joined with a
long lost walking buddy I’d not seen in a while, and got
to finish the journey with both of them. It felt like the
true end in a way that reaching Santiago simply didn’t.
As one of the aforementioned walking partners,
O’Neil, said: “I feel done now. I truly feel I’ve reached
the end of my journey.”
Part of the ceremony of reaching Finisterra is to watch
the sunset, and then burn an article of clothing. In the
medieval times, this was done to represent a new
beginning, as they still had to walk back. In modern
times, it’s done largely for the symbolism and
tradition. We built a huge fire and with old friends and
new, we ended our journey. I burned: my knee
braces, not needing them anymore; my shirt I walked
in, it being thoroughly ratty; my first pair of pants,
them having more holes than a moth could produce; a
belt, it having given out a few days before; and a pair
of gardening gloves I bought for hand warmth, the fire
taking their place.

Pilgrim’s Mass in the cathedral of Santiago.

We stayed an extra day in Finisterra and then headed
back to Santiago for St. James’ Day, which was just a
happy coincidence that I was there for. It’s basically a
two day, city wide celebration and they put on a huge
display at the cathedral where the entire cathedral
square was packed full of people. There was a light
show, music, fireworks, and much reveling.

The cathedral all dressed up for St. James Day.
And, after that, I said my last good byes to the walking
partners that remained, and we all went our separate
ways, having shared contact information and a
tremendous experience. It was truly a Gut Camino.

Afterword
I’d like to once again thank the Globetrotter Grant
committee for the opportunity to even attempt this
saga, and the extra money I had over my projected
budget allowed me to go on to Finisterra (and drink
more beer ☺), an addition to the journey I hadn’t
initially planned for.

Back in Houston! Back home after 2.5 months abroad.

I also got help from several people along the way in
the way of medical supplies, food, drink, and kind
words. I tried to give more than I received, but I
wasn’t really keeping score, so I can only hope it came
out at least even in the end. I also received a lot of
help from my parents at the end when I became, more
or less, trapped in Spain due to airline problems.
Additionally my cousin helped in providing me with a
greatly reduced airfare so I could afford better
equipment for the journey.
It was a very long journey, and at times I wanted
nothing more than to slip on a rock so I could go home,
but those were fleeting thoughts (common to most
pilgrims as well) and I persevered to the end.

Globie with some of my other sentimental items.

And, as a result of doing so, I am already wondering
when I’ll be able to do my next Camino.

Globie and I at the End of the World: Fisterra, Spain.
When the sun set, the journey truly felt at an end.

The Peace Totem at Finisterra.

